Starting @ $80/LF

COLOR:

BRUSHED STAINLESS STEEL

RAIL TYPE:

MOUNT STYLE:

TOP RAIL:

TOP RAIL ATTACHMENT:

OPTIONS

STARTING @ $10/LF

WOOD

COLOR:

PT DOLCEA PUR CEDAR REDWOOD PE

RAIL TYPE:

TOP RAIL:

CABLE CRIMPER

CABLE CUTTERS

SWAGING SERVICE

www.stainlesscablerailing.com or 888-686-7245

Stainless Cable & Railing Inc. • 3315 NE 112th Ave. Ste.73 • Vancouver, WA 98682
METAL OR WOOD THRU FITTING OPTIONS

- Factory Swaged Assembly
- Fine Line Ball Assembly
- Fine Line Button Assembly
- Classic Ball Assembly
- Classic Button Assembly

METAL OR WOOD SURFACE FITTING OPTIONS

- Fine Line Jaw/Metal Assembly
- Fine Line Jaw/Eye Assembly
- Surface Mount Tuggle Assembly

METAL SURFACE FITTING OPTIONS

- European Jaw Assembly
- Classic Jaw Assembly

WOOD SURFACE FITTING OPTIONS

- Fine Line Lag Assembly